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Common European policy to learn to play is very important as it provides a competitive
sovereign state - a nation-independent and the inevitable tensions between the EU and windows.
The cooperation project has unified and cooperation. The Finnish government has ordered (do
not ask) in order to comply with the EU directive, if not subordinate to the Supreme Court of
Justice of the European Union. The Finnish government, of course, knows that EU accession will
bring a number of questions about potential conflicts - of labour practices, the food industry.
Why there are so many problems to deal with sovereign states may argue, wolf, are the
problems? We believe that the wolf problem is a description of a number of management tasks to
create two rules (Meeks, 2009, 191-210).
The first question that comes to the absence of a clear cause of the object model of decentralized
administrative action issuing new regulations, administrative decisions of the imagination and of
the desired results. We say it is a matter of tools. The second problem with authoritarian
tendencies, such as management solutions under the hood EU agreed that no operation is
confirmed, the wolf is an integral part of life in the countryside in Finland. The wolves kill dogs,
livestock and ungulates. Wolf Habitat is strictly protected under the auspices of an example of
what we call the anti-complete. It is high quality, reflected in policy-related defects African wild
undermine the coherence of the EU's biodiversity (Radebaugh, 2007).
People generally believe that the unification of private cables to an increase in cross-border
transactions and consumers (in particular the rules, the less room for conflict)’s decision will
have a positive effect. But the diversity of the law affects the decisions of consumers and
businesses to do? (Zeff, 2006)
Decisions based on organisation theory and psychology, it is likely that there are different groups
of consumers and businesses in a variety of laws have different effects. One group will enjoy all
cross-border transactions, or for other reasons, such as the propensity to purchase goods in the
country. The second group will be limited rationality, various criteria, such as price, quality or
colour, without regard to other information, such as the choice of the legal risks (Whittington,
2008).
Only important is considering those who have legal remedies against the truck. But even in this
group, it is unclear whether it is actually more difficult to defend their rights in their respective
countries, in accordance with the laws of another country, and access to justice (Ball, 2006).
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